<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Exhibition Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 15-October 7, 1989</td>
<td>Pavel Opopensky - Sculpture&lt;br&gt;Tino Zago - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Joseph Richards - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Timothy Hursley - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 14-November 4, 1989</td>
<td>Boaz Vaadia - Sculpture&lt;br&gt;Daniel Douke - Constructions&lt;br&gt;Stephen Fox - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Perry Gunther - Constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 11-December 2, 1989</td>
<td>Randy Dudley - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Muriel Castanis - Sculpture&lt;br&gt;Richard McLean - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Ken Graves - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 9-January 6, 1990</td>
<td>Nicholas Maravell - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Robert Van Vranken - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Don Celender - Conceptual Documentation&lt;br&gt;Alan Davis - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 13-February 3, 1990</td>
<td>Keung Szeto - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Sook Jin Jo - Reliefs&lt;br&gt;Andrew Garn - Photographs&lt;br&gt;Dana Salvo - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 10-March 3, 1990</td>
<td>Josef Levi - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Rikuro Okamoto - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Greg Constantine - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Nancy Webber - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 10-31, 1990</td>
<td>Oscar Lakeman - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Zdeno Mayertchak - Sculpture&lt;br&gt;James Del Grosso - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Jeff Rosenheim - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 7-28, 1990</td>
<td>Robert Lowe - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Hai Knafo - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Vladimir Grigorovich - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Jonathan Janson - Watercolors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5-26, 1990</td>
<td>Brian Kazlov - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Tom Wesselmann - Laser-Cut Drawings&lt;br&gt;Marilynn Gelfman - Sculpture&lt;br&gt;Luke Powell - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2-July 13; September 4-8, 1990</td>
<td>Jeffrey Rubin - Photographs&lt;br&gt;Steve Silver - Paintings&lt;br&gt;Invitational: Rowell Bowles&lt;br&gt;Yoko Nagano&lt;br&gt;Tamara Carlisle&lt;br&gt;Joe Oliverio&lt;br&gt;Tom Hebert&lt;br&gt;Mauricio Herrador - Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HALLWAY EXHIBITIONS

Sept. 15, 1990-Oct. 6, 1990  JACK JANO
Oct. 13-Nov. 3:  SUSAN HENDRIX
Nov. 10-Dec. 1:  Group
Dec. 8-Jan. 5, 1991:  GEORGE HAAS
Jan. 12-Feb. 2:  KEN GRAVES
Feb. 9-Mar. 2:  FRANCOIS DESCHAMPS
Mar. 9-30:  ERIC APPEL
Apr. 6-27:  PHYLLIS HERFIELD
May 4-25:  MARK CORRODI

Sept. 14-Oct. 5:  GABRIELLE SENZA
Oct. 12-Nov. 2:  LEE SAVAGE
Nov. 9-30:  LYNDA RAY
Dec. 7-Jan. 4, 1992:  ROBERT KIPNESS
Jan. 11-Feb. 1:  STEFAN BELTZIG
Feb. 8-29:  SUSAN HENDRIX
Mar. 7-28:  ROBERTO MENCHIARI
Apr. 4-25:  PETER GABRIELSE
May 2-23:  ROBERT KOGGE
May 30-July 17:  THOMAS PFANNERSTILL

Oct. 10-31:  JERRY WILKERSON  Paintings
Nov. 7-28:  LESLIE LEW  Paintings
Dec. 5-Jan. 2, 1993:  OSCAR LAKEMAN  Paintings on paper
Jan. 9-30:  SHELBY LEE ADAMS  Photographs
Feb. 6-27:  ROSS LITTELL  Reliefs
Mar. 6-27:  BRUCE BROOKS  Wall Constructions
Apr. 3-24:  THOMAS BUECHNER  Paintings
May 1-22:  GABRIELLE SENZA  Drawings
May 29-July 16:  THOMAS PFANNERSTILL  Reliefs
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1990-1991

September 15-October 6, 1990
Gallery Group Exhibition
Milo Lazarevic - Sculpture
Vladimir German - Paintings
Thomas Buechner - Paintings

October 13-November 3, 1990
Aris Koutroulis - Paintings
David Giese - Reliefs
Thomas Eacher - Paintings
Jack D. Teemer Jr. - Photographs

November 10-December 1, 1990
Gary Jacobson - Reliefs
Vincent Falsetta - Paintings
Y.J. Cho - Paintings
David Furman - Ceramic Sculpture

December 8-January 5, 1991
Paul Kwilecki - Photographs
Jerry Wilkerson - Quilts
Don Celender - Conceptual Documentation
John Benton Harris - Photographs

January 12-February 2, 1991
Douglas Bond - Paintings
John T. Young - Sculpture
John Salt - Paintings
Lee Wexler - Photographs

February 9-March 2, 1991
Jamie Dalglish - Paintings
Masao Gozu - Reconstructed Facades
John Fawcett - Paintings
Eduardo Del Valle and Mirta Gomez - Photographs

March 9-30, 1991
Lance Richbourg - Paintings
Clyde Lynds - Sculpture
John Baeder - Paintings
Tamara Carlisle - Paintings

April 6-27, 1991
Steven Geiger - Sculpture
Eugene Brodsky - Paintings and Drawings
Robert Ginder - Paintings
Tova Navarra - Photographs

May 4-25, 1991
Jack Mendenhall - Paintings
Gallery Group Exhibition
Marilyn Levine - Ceramic Sculpture
Daniel Chard - Paintings

June 1-July 12; September 3-7, 1991
Invitational Exhibition
Collection of Rug Beaters
(curated by the Primitive Man)
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1991-1992

September 14-October 5, 1991
Mariano Del Rosario - Paintings
Brian Kazlov - Paintings
D.J. Hall - Paintings
John Mackiewicz - Dioramas

October 12 - November 2, 1991
Steve Silver - Paintings
Tino Zago - Paintings
Davis Cone - Paintings
Margot Balboni - Photographs

November 9 - 30, 1991
William Nichols - Paintings
Ralph Goings - Paintings
Allen Harrison - Paintings
Marilynn Gelfman - Sculpture

December 7 - January 4, 1992
Joseph Patrick - Paintings
Matthew Johnson - Sculpture
Don Celender - Conceptual Documentation
Gallery Group Exhibition

January 11 - February 1, 1992
Frank Gardner - Fabric Mosaics
Jamie Dalglish - Paintings
Joseph Richards - Paintings
Vaughn Sills - Photographs

February 8-29, 1992
Sook Jin-Jo - Constructions
Boaz Vaadia - Sculpture
James Del Grosso - Paintings
Jay Wolke - Photographs

March 7-28, 1992
Randy Dudley - Paintings
Arsen Roje - Paintings
Tom Fish - Minimal Structures
Michitaka Fujimi - Photographs

April 4 - 25, 1992
Keung Szeto - Paintings
Robert Rohm - Sculpture
Greg Constantine - Reliefs
Leonard Dufresne - Paintings

May 2 - 23, 1992
Josef Levi - Paintings
Masaaki Sato - Paintings
Stephen Fox - Paintings
Roy Bromberg - Photographs

May 30 - July 17, 1992
Gallery Group Exhibition *
James Ossi - Sculpture
Arthur Gerbault - Photographs

* "The Big Picture Show"
Mattie Berhang
Dan Wurtzel
Cynthia Stone
Peter Grzybowski
William Rogers
Gabrielse Sensa
John Clem Clarke
Vladimir Grigorovich
Sook Jin Jo
Tino Zago
Peter Saari
Arsen Roje
Robert Lowe
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1992 - 1993

September 12-October 3, 1992
Peter Grzybowski - Paintings
Ross Brown - Sculpture
James Ossi - Sculpture
David Morowitz - Photographs
Manuel Hughes - Paintings

October 10-31, 1992
Nicholas Maravell - Paintings
Aris Koutroulis - Paintings
Jonathan Janson - Watercolors
Andrew Garn - Photographs
Jerry Wilkerson - Paintings

November 7-28, 1992
R.B. Weis - Paintings
David Giese - Reliefs
Robert Bechtie - Paintings
Sheron Rupp - Photographs
Leslie Lew - Paintings

December 5-January 2, 1993
James Seawright - Light Responsive Sculpture
Elliot Miller - Sculpture
Don Celender - Surveys
Carol Rowan - Drawings
Oscar Lakeman - Paintings on paper

January 9-30, 1993
Y.J. Cho - Paintings
Milo Lazarevic - Sculpture
R.E. Penner - Paintings
Karen Marshall - Photographs
Shelby Lee Adams - Photographs

February 6-27, 1993
Ed Kerr - Relief Paintings
Alan Herman - Room Environments
Erick Derkatsch - Constructions
Debra Vilen - Photographs
Ross Littell - Reliefs

March 6-27, 1993
Tino Zago - Paintings
Arsen Roje - Paintings
Thomas Bacher - Paintings
Jay Hyma - Photographs
Bruce Brooks - Wall Constructio

April 3-24, 1993
James Van Patten - Paintings
Muriel Castanis - Sculpture
John Kacere - Paintings
Sam Fentress - Photographs
Thomas Buechner - Paintings

May 1-22, 1993
Robert Ginder - Paintings
Robert Van Vranken - Paintings
Jay Kelly - Paintings
Dennis O'Kain - Photographs
Gabrielle Senza - Drawings

May 29-July 16
Barbara Valente - Wall Reliefs
Gallery Group Exhibition and
Andrew Gellatly
A. Roy Greer - Photographs
David Galt - Antique Game Board
Thomas Pfannerstill - Reliefs
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1993-1994

September 18-October 9, 1993
Sook Jin Jo - Reliefs
Masao Gozu - Constructions
John Baeder - Paintings
Eva Lipman & Ken Graves - Photographs
Francois Deschamp - Assemblages

October 16-November 6, 1993
Jamie Dalglish - Paintings
Vladimir Grigorovich - Paintings
Daniel Douke - Constructions
Tim Feresten - Photographs
Randy Dudley - Drawings

November 13-December 4, 1993
Mariano Del Rosario - Paintings
Dwayne Maxwell - Paintings
Peter Saari - Reliefs
Franc Palaia - Constructions
Sally Davies - Paintings

December 11-January 8, 1994
Daniel Lee - Computer Generated Photographs
Robert Kilcullen - Sculpture
Don Celender - Conceptual Documentation
Noel Sylvester - Photographs
Wanda Ries - Photo Collages

January 15-February 5, 1994
Greg Constantine - Paintings
Oscar Lakeman - Paintings
Allen Harrison - Paintings
Greg Geffner - Photographs
Kit Keith - Collaged Books

February 12-March 5, 1994
Joseph Richards - Paintings
Clyde Lynds - Sculpture
Richard McLean - Paintings
Leon Kuzmanoff - Photographs
Ori Hofmekler - Paintings

March 12-April 2, 1994
Tino Zago - Paintings
Nicholas Maravell - Paintings
Marilynn Gelfman - Sculpture
John Lucas - Photographs
Zarko Stefancic - Watercolors

April 9-30, 1994
Erick Derkatsch - Sculpture
Josef Levi - Paintings
James Del Grosso - Paintings
Stan Sherer - Photographs
Michael Munding - enamel postcard

May 7-28, 1994
Boaz Vaadia - Sculpture
Keith Long - Sculpture
Alan Herman - Constructions
"Still Life" Gallery Group Exh.
Susan Hendrix - Collages

June 4-July 15; September 6-10
Frank Ward - Photographs
Steve Linden - Sculpture
Vladimir German - Paintings
Gary Bartoloni - Photographs
Thomas Pfannerstill - Reliefs
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1994-1995

September 17-October 8, 1994
William Nichols - paintings
Guy Kudo - kinetic sculpture
Lance Richbourg - paintings
Patrick O'Hare - photographs
Jo Sandman - wall reliefs

October 15-November 5
Ivan Kustura-paintings
Robert Rohm-sculpture
Davis Cone-paintings
Robert Aller-photographs
Roberto Menchiaridioramas

November 12-December 3
William Rogers-paintings
Randy Dudley-paintings
Daniel Chard-paintings
Eddie Dayan-photographs
George Tzannes-paintings

December 10-January 7, 1995
Daniel Lee-photographs
Paul Chiang-paintings
Don Celender-documentation
Luke Powell-photographs
Glen Hansen-miniature paintings

January 14-February 4
Kevin Franke-paintings
Robert Lowe-paintings
Shelby Lee Adams-photographs
Marc Wise-photographs
Susan Sykes-drawings

February 11-March 4, 1995
Sunni Mercer - sculpture
Kevin Sonmor - paintings
Keung Szeto - paintings
Gallery Group Watercolor Exhibit
Masami & Masaaki Sato-reliefs

March 11-April 1
Shimon Okshteyn-paintings
Robert Van Vranken-paintings
Gerald Wolfe-reliefs
Richard Gordon-photographs
Kuan Chang-paintings

April 8-29
Leonard Koscianski-paintings
Robyn Wohl-paintings
Steve Butcher-paintings
Yorgos Kontaxis-photographs
Susan Deikman-sculpture

May 6-27
Jon Digmann-paintings
Patrick Thorne-paintings
Jonathan Janson-watercolors
Leonard Dufresne-paintings
Tigran Chitjian-constructions

June 3-July 14; September 5-9
Earl Reiback-light structures
Gallery Group Exhibition
Franc Palaia-constructions
Helen Stummer-photographs
Thomas Pfannerstill-reliefs
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1995 - 1996

September 16, 1995 - October 7
Tino Zago - drawings
Carl Reed - sculpture
Manuel Hughes - paintings
Algis Kemezys - photographs
Benjamin Edwards - drawings

October 14 - November 4
David Judelson - constructions
Louise Sloane - paintings
R.E. Penner - paintings
Joan Barker - photographs
Gail Raab - collages

November 11 - December 2
Greg Constantine - constructions
Gregory Perkel - reliefs
Robert Ginder - paintings
Seiji Kurata - photographs
Sally Davies - paintings

December 9 - January 6, 1996
Richard Troy - sculpture
Keith Long - sculpture
Don Celender - documentation
William Suttle - photographs
Lei Z Shanbhag - paintings

January 13 - February 3
Mariano Del Rosario - paintings
Masao Gozu - sculpture
Alan Herman - constructions
John Mackiewicz - dioramas
Joanne Mattera - paintings

February 10 - March 2
Sook Jin Jo - constructions
Darrell Nettles - relief sculptures
Stephen Lane - paintings
Luca Zampedri - photographs
Mark Heyer - paintings

March 9 - 30
Robert Bechtle - paintings
Steven Montgomery - ceramic sculptures
Thomas Bacher - paintings
Builder Levy - photographs
Zarko Stefancic - paintings

April 6 - 27
Jack Jano - sculpture
Ralph Goings - paintings, watercolors
Marilynn Gelfman - sculpture
Steve Ahlgren - photographs
Akiko Mashima - relief sculpture

May 4 - 25
Erick Derkatsch - sculpture/install.
David Giese - reliefs
Jay Kelly - paintings
Steven Fretz - photographs
Thomas Buechner - paintings

June 1 - July 12; September 3 - 7
Paul Minotto - paintings
Eric Jean-Marie - sculpture
John Baeder - photographs
John Huggins - photographs
Roger Bultot - paintings
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1996 - 1997

September 14, 1996-October 5
Vincent Falsetta-paintings
Darryl Delvecchio-constructions
John T. Young-sculpture
Susan Hendrix-collages
Len Paschoal-drawings
Erik Brunetti-lost animal flyers
October 12-November 2
Judy Richardson-sculpture
Josef Levi-paintings
James Del Grosso-paintings
Robert Kogge-drawings
Allan Alongi-drawings

November 9-30
Jack Mendenhall-paintings
Ed Lindlof-sculpture
Masaaki Sato-paintings
John Lucas-photographs
Alexis Kuhr-paintings

December 7, 1996-January 4, 1997
Charlene Milgrim-sculpture
Peter Grzybowski-paintings
Don Celender-surveys
Christine Welch-photographs
Pamala Rogers-mixed media on wood

January 11-February 1
Elenore Weber-paintings
Shimon Okshteyn-drawings
David Joyce-3-D photographs
Shandor Hassan-photographs
Laurie Balmuth-washing machine covers

February 8 - March 1
Curt Barnes-paintings
Daniel Douke-paintings
Sunni Mercer-paintings,sculpture
Eduardo Del Valle & Mirta Gomez, photographs
Ellen Stavitsky-drawings
March 8-29
Daniel Lee-altered photographs
David Jensz-monumental sculpture
John Baeder-paintings
Bryn Manley-drawings
Phil Goldstein-paintings

April 5-26
John Poteat-paintings
John DeAndrea-sculpture
Robert Van Vranken-paintings
Nathaniel Burkins-photographs
Avi Eisenstein-drawings

May 3-24
Allen Harrison-paintings
Robert Rohm-sculpture
John Tully Geyer-paintings
Fred Sigman-photographs
Dianne Salfas-drawings

May 31-July 11; September 2-6
Larry Gianettino-large photographs
Ethel Poindexter-sculpture
Jerzy Kubina-paintings
Sarah Friedman-photographs
Akiko Mashima-wood reliefs
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1997-1998

September 13, 1997-October 11
RAMON ALMELA, Wall Reliefs
MURIEL CASTANIS, Sculpture
VICTOR RODRIGUEZ, Paintings
ANDREW BOROWIEC, Photographs
MICHAEL MUNDING, ceramic plate paintings

October 18-November 15
Y.J. CHO, Paintings
GREGORY PERKEL, Reliefs
RICHARD MCLEAN, Paintings
HARVEY ZIPKIN, Photographs
ROBERT BECHTEL, Watercolors

November 22 - January 3, 1998
BEN DILLER, Reliefs
WILLIAM NICHOLS, Paintings
GREG CONSTANTINE, Reliefs
MATT HARNETT, Photographs
MON LEVINSON, Wall Constructions

January 10-February 7
MAXINE YALOVITZ-BLANKENSHIP, Paintings
RICHARD TROY, Sculpture
ARIS KOUTROULIS, Paintings
DON CELENDE, Conceptual Documentation
BRUCE ACKERSON, Paintings

February 14-March 14
TINO ZAGO, Paintings
DARRYL DELVECCHIO, Paintings
TIM PRYTHERO, Constructions
"Jesus, Party of 13"-collection of Alice Zimmerman
Jack Beverland, Paintings

March 21-April 18
ARSEN ROJE, Paintings
LAWSON SMITH, Sculpture
ED LINDLOF, Sculpture
HELEN STUMMER, Photographs
ROB HARPER, Paintings

April 25-May 16
JOSEPH RICHARDS, Paintings
CORA ROTH, Paintings
Marilyn Gelfman, Sculpture
ALLAN ALONGI, Drawings
MATTHEW CHANSKY, Drawings

May 23-June 20
LARRY KAGAN, Wire Sculpture
STEVE TOBIN, Sculpture
ROBERT GINDER, Paintings
KEVIN HUGHES, Photographs
VLADIMIR GERMAN, Paintings

June 25-July 24
"The Fanelli Show"
Group Exhibition of artists from Fanelli's Cafe
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 1998-1999

September 12, 1998-October 10

DARRELL NETTLES, Paintings
PAUL MINOTTO, Paintings
PETER SAARI, Sculpture
SUSAN SYKES, Drawings
SCOTT REDDEN, Paintings
MARK RAVITZ, Blueprint Drawings

October 17-November 14

NATHAN JAMES, Paintings
MARIANO DEL ROSARIO, Paintings
DAVIS CONE, Paintings
MILES TILTON, Photographs
HERBERT PFOSTL, Drawings
THOMAS W. DEWING, 19th Century Painting
courtesy of Spanierman Gallery

November 21-January 2, 1999

STEVEN MONTGOMERY, Ceramic Sculpture
SHIMON OKSHTETYN, Drawings
D.J. HALL, Paintings
MASAKI & MASAMI SATO, Constructions
MARK HEYER, Paintings

January 9-February 6

JASON HOELSCHER, Paintings
MASAO GOZU, Sculpture
DON CELENDE, Surveys
PETER MONROE, Photographs
BRUCE ACKERSON, Paintings
Collection of 19th century wrought
and cast iron food choppers

February 13-March 13, 1999

JAMES DEL GROSSO, Paintings
EDO ROSENBERG, Sculpture
ELENORE WEBER, Paintings
DAVID JELINEK, Sculpture
LOUIS NITKA, Drawings

March 20-April 17

KEUNG SZETO, Paintings
DAVID GIESE, Reliefs
R.E. PENNER, Paintings
GREG CEO, Photographs
GEORGE TZANNES, Cement Frescos

April 24-May 22

JOSEF LEVI, Paintings
KEITH LONG, Sculpture
RANDY DUDLEY, Paintings
MIKE NOGAMI, Photographs
TINO ZAGO, Paintings on Paper

May 29-July 2

JAMES VAN PATTEN, Paintings
DANIEL LEE, Digital Photographs
PETER COLEN, Paintings
MARYELLEN SINCLAIR, Fabric Scul
CARA WOOD, Paintings
SUSAN HENDRIX, collages

July 9-30; September 7-11

Gallery Group Exhibition
JOHN STOCKDALE, Photographs
DIANNE SALTAS, Drawings